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Chapter C 

Where in the World? 

(Khettpaman) 

 

Ancient source: JeevatthanChapJ(JeevSamas).doc 

Hindi Summary: Jeevathan ChapI Prastavana to 

Shatkhandagam 
  
 

Vedic assertion of eti eti (it is so, and it is also so) invokes 

omniscience of know-all that is present everywhere, can 

materialize out of nowhere and disappear into nothing.  Such 

attributes contradict reality and also the criteria for representation 

of entities.  Concerns about real objects are addressed by taking 

count (how many?) and by ascertaining distribution in space 

(where?).  By these criteria if it is everywhere then it is present 

nowhere.  Also something as big as space it is indistinguishable 

from the nothingness of the space.   

 Where relates to the surroundings of the place.  In 

Khettpaman, distribution of animate beings in the two-dimensional 

space (surface of the human universe) is considered as: 

(a) The human accessible world (log or lok with limits) shared with 

Tirikkh. It is relatively small with distances and area of countable 

yojan (a unit of length equal to about 9 miles).   

(b) The conceivable world (jagat) considers the surface and volume 

of the space that surrounds the human accessible world. The edge 

of this space is about 1 rajju in length.   

(c) The entire "occupied" space of the universe (savv-log) consists 

of 14 worlds whose lengths, widths, area, and volume are 

countable in rajju.    
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(d) As mentioned in Chapter B, one rajju is approximately 1014 

yojan or about 1015 miles, or about 50 light years.  The length of 

the occupied universe containing the 14 worlds is of the order of 

1000 light years.  

    ***** 

 

 

#C1.  Criteria for accessible surface (khett) occupied by 

different organisms follows from the generalization of the 

domains (worlds). 

    * 

Generalizations for the domain (C2-4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C2.  In general, how much surface is occupied by 

entities in State I? They are found in all worlds (of the 

universe). 
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#C3.  How much surface is occupied by beings in states 

II through XIV? They are found in a small fraction of their 

worlds.  

#C4.  What is the domain of Sajogkevali?  They are 

found in a small fraction of their world, on a very small 

surface of the world, and also (though their concerns?) in 

all the worlds.  

Insight:  These steps put conceptual boundaries to the worlds in 

relation to ones own surroundings and concerns. The last clause in 

C4 is open to interpretation. I interpret "all the worlds" in terms of 

the concerns of sajogkevali state for complete and valid 

knowledge related to all worlds.  

    ***** 

In relation to the category (C5-16) 

 

 

 

 

#C5.  Operationally, how much surface is occupied by the 

niray in States I through IV? They are on a small fraction 

of their worlds.  

#C6.  This is also the case for all the niray of the seven 

underworlds.  

    * 
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#C7.  How much surface is occupied by tirikkh in States I 

through V? They are in all the worlds. 

Insight:  Recall that this subclass includes the air and light forms. 

#C8.  How much surface is occupied by tirikkh in States 

II through V? They are in a small fraction of their world.  

#C9.  How much surface is occupied by the independent 

and sexually differentiated five-sensed beings?  They are 

in a small fraction of their world. 
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#C10.  How much surface is occupied by the dependent 

five-sensed beings?  They are in a small fraction of their 

world. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C11.  How much surface is occupied by the independent 

humans of both sexes in States I through XIV? They are 

in a small fraction of their world.  

#C12.  How much surface is occupied by sajogkevali? 

According to the generalization (C4) they are in a small 

fraction of their world, and also the whole world.  

#C13.  What is the domain of the dependent humans?  

They are in a small fraction of their world. 

    * 
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#C14. How much surface is occupied by dev in States I 

through IV?  They are in a small fraction of their worlds.  

#C15.  This is also the case for the domain of the 

bhuvanvasi to celestial moving and shining dev in each of 

the States I through IV.   

#C16.  What are the domains of the dev of the nine 

directions, and also those of the upper celestial reaches? 

They are in a small fraction of their worlds. 

    ***** 

In relation to the senses (C17-21) 
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#C17.  Operationally, how much surface is occupied by 

the one-sensed dependent and independent beings in 

macro- and micro-forms?  They are in all the worlds.  

#C18.  How much surface is occupied by the dependent 

and independent beings with two-, three- and four-

senses?  They are found in a small fraction of their world.  

#C19.  How much surface is occupied by the five-sensed 

beings in States I through XIV? They are in a small 

fraction of their world. 

#C20.  The domain of sajogkevali follows from the 

generalization for the State (C4).  

#C21.  How much surface is occupied by the five-sensed 

dependents? They are in a small fraction of their world. 

   ***** 
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In relation to the body form (C22-28) 
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#C22.  Operationally, how much surface is occupied by 

the various subclasses of the one-sensed macro- and 

micro-forms? They are in all the worlds. 

#C23.  How much surface is occupied by the various one-

sensed independent macro-forms? They are in a small 

fraction of their worlds. 

#C24.  How much surface is occupied by the air macro-

forms? They are in a countable fraction of their world.   

#C25. How much surface is occupied by the various 

micro- and macro-forms in the plant and nigod (invisible) 

class? They are in all the worlds. 

    * 
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#C26.  How much surface is occupied by the independent 

crawler forms in each of the States I through XIV? They 

are in a small fraction of their worlds. 

#C27.  Domain of (crawler form) sajogkevali follows from 

the generalization for the State.  

#C28.  Domain of dependent crawlers is the same as the 

domain for the five sensed dependents. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to communicate (C29-42) 

 

 

#C29.  Operationally, how much surface is occupied by 

those in States I through XIII and communicate with five 

modes of expression and the five modes of utterance? 

They are in a small faction of their worlds. 

    * 
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#C30.  According to the generalization, those in State I 

and communicate through body-form are in all worlds. 

#C31.  How much surface is occupied by those in States 

II through XII who communicate through the body form? 

They are in a small fraction of their world.  

#C32.  Domain of sajogkevali, who communicate through 

change in body form, follows from the generalization for 

the State.  

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C33.  Those who communicate with gross changes in 

the body form are in all the worlds according to the 

generalization for State I. 

#C34.  Such beings in States II through XIII are in a 

small fraction of their world.  
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#C35.  Beings that communicate with gross changes in 

the body form mixed with other forms are in all domains 

of their world according to the generalization for State I. 

#C36.  How much surface is occupied by the above (C35) 

in each of the States II through XIII? They are in a small 

fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#C37.  How much surface is occupied by those in States 

I through IV who communicate incoherently with 

distorted body form?  They are in a small fraction of their 

world. 

#C38.  How much surface is occupied by those in State I, 

II or IV and communicates incoherently with distorted 

body form? They are in a small fraction of their world. 

    * 
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#C39.  How much surface is occupied by those in State 

VI who communicate through changes in the internal 

body form?  They are in a small fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C40.  According to the generalization those in State I 

and communicate through action form are in all domains. 

#C41.  According to the generalization, surface occupied 

by those in State II or IV and communicate through 

action form are in a small fraction of their world. 

#C42.  How much surface is occupied by sajogkevali? 

They are in a small fraction of their world, and also all the 

worlds.   

    ***** 

In relation to pain and pleasure response (C43-46). 
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#C43. Operationally, those in States I through VIII with 

pain and pleasure response occupy how much surface?  

They are in a small fraction of their world. 

    * 

 

 

#C44.  Domains of those in States I through VIII with 

ambivalence towards pain and pleasure follow from the 

generalization for the State. 

    * 

 

 

 

 

#C45.  How much surface is occupied by those without 

pain or pleasure response in States IX through XIV? They 

are in a small fraction of their world. 

#C46.  How much surface is occupied by sajogkevali 

without pain and pleasure response? They are in a small 

fraction of their world, and in all the worlds.   

    ***** 
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In relation to the passions (C47-50) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C47.  Operationally, according to the generalization for 

the State, those in State I with anger, pride, illusion and 

greed are in all the worlds. 

#C48.  How much surface is occupied by those with 

passions in each of the States II through VIII?  They are 

in a small fraction of their world.  

#C49.  In particular, how much surface is occupied by 

the greedy in State IX?  They are found in a small fraction 

of their world.  

#C50.  Surface occupied by those without passions 

follows from the generalization for States IX through XII.  
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    ***** 

In relation to the ability to understand (C51-57) 
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#C51.  Operationally, the domain of those in State I 

without innate ability to learn or unable to learn from 

what they hear is all the worlds according to the 

generalization for the State.  

#C52.  Such beings with such disabilities in State II 

occupy a small fraction of their world according to the 

generalization for the State.  

#C53.  Those in State I or II with selective cognition 

(partial and distorted learning) occupy how much surface? 

They are in a small fraction of their world.  

#C54.  How much surface is occupied by those in States 

IV through XII with instinctive ability to learn from what 

they hear or extrapolation within limits?  They are in a 

small fraction of their world.   

#C55.  Those in States VI though XII with instinctive 

ability to know from the context are in a small fraction of 

their world.  

#C56.  Domain of sajogkevali with the context dependent 

valid knowledge follows from the generalization for the 

State XIII. 

#C57.  Domain of ajogkevali with complete and valid 

knowledge follows from the generalization for State XIV. 

    ***** 

In relation to the restraints (C58-66) 
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#C58.  Operationally, domain of those who exercise 

restraints follows from the generalizations for States VI 

through XIV, i.e. they are in a small fraction of their 

world. 

#C59.  Domain of sajogkevali with rational consistency 

follows from the generalization for State XIII.  

#C60.  Domains of those with consistency of time 

commitments for chores and responsibilities follow from 

the generalization for States VIII through XI, i.e. they are 

in a small fraction of their world.  

#C61.  How much surface is occupied by those with 

restraints on travel appropriate for State VI or VII? They 

are in a small fraction of their world.  

#C62. How much surface is occupied by those with subtle 

restraints appropriate for State IX or X? They are in a 

small fraction of their world.  

#C63.  Domains of those with restraints appropriate for 

the dedication in States XI through XIV follow from the 

generalizations for the State.  

#C64.  Domain of those with occasional and chaotic 

restraints for State V is an uncountable fraction of their 

world.   

#C65.  Domain of the unrestrained in State I is all worlds 

according to the generalization for the sate. 

#C66.  According to the generalization, the domain of the 

unrestrained in States II, III or IV is a small part of their 

world. 

    ***** 
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In relation to the ability to recognize pattern (C67-

71) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C67. Operationally, how much surface is occupied by 

those in States I through XII with eye vision? They are in 

a small fraction of their world.   

#C68.  Domain of those in State I without eye vision is 

the whole universe according to the generalization for 

State I.    

#C69.  Domain of those without eye vision in States II 

through XII is a small fraction of their world according to 

the generalization for the State.  
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#C70.  Domain of those who extrapolate from recognized 

patterns follows from the section for those who discern 

limits and extrapolate. 

#C71.  Domain of those who recognize valid and 

complete pattern follows from the section for those who 

have complete and valid knowledge.  

    ***** 

In relation to the motives (C72-76) 
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#C72.  Domains of those with darker motives (black, 

blue and gray) in State I follow from the generalization 

for the State, i.e. they are in all the worlds. 

#C73.  Domains of those with the three darker motives 

in States II through IV follow from the generalization for 

the State, i.e. they are in a small fraction of their world.  

#C74.  What is the domain of those in States I through 

VI with colored motives? They are in a small fraction of 

their world. 

#C75.  How much surface is occupied by those in States 

I through XII with white motives? They are in a small 

fraction of their world. 

#C76.  Domain of sajogkevali with white motives follows 

from the generalization for the State XIII. 

    ***** 

In relation to the potential (C77-78) 

 

 

 

 

#C77.  Operationally, beings in States I through XIV 

have potential for rationality.  

#C78.  Those who remain in State I without realizing 

their potential occupy how much surface? They are in all 

the worlds.  

    ***** 
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In relation to rationality (C79-85)   
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#C79.  Operationally, domains of those in States IV 

through XIV with rational consistency follow from the 

generalization for the State. 

#C80.  Domain of rationally consistent sajogkevali 

follows from the generalization for State XIII.  

#C81.  What is the domain of those in States IV through 

VII with dormant consistency?  They are in a small 

fraction of their world. 

#C82.  How much surface is occupied by those in States 

IV through XII with chaotic consistency?  They are in a 

small fraction of their world. 

#C83.  Domain of those without discretion due to 

disability follows from the generalization for the State II, 

i.e. they are in a fraction of their world. 

#C84.  Domain of those in State III with ignorance and 

indifference follows from the generalization for the State, 

i.e. they are in a fraction of their world 

#C85.  According to the generalization for State I, 

domain of irrational beings with contradiction is in all the 

worlds.  

    ***** 

In relation to the sensibility (C86-87) 
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#C86.  Operationally, how much surface is occupied by 

sensible beings in States I through XII?  They are in a 

small fraction of their world.    

#C87.  What are the domains of those without 

sensibility? They are everywhere in all the worlds. 

    ***** 

In relation to the ability to internalize (C88-92) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#C88.   Operationally, according to the generalization for 

State I, the whole world is the domain of those who 

internalize.   
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#C89.  How much surface is occupied by those in States 

II through XIII with ability to internalize? They occupy a 

small faction of their world. 

#C90.  Domain of those who do not internalize follow the 

generalization for the State I (that is rarely).  

#C91. How much surface is occupied by those in States 

II, IV or XIV and do not internalize? They are in a small 

fraction of their world. 

#C92.  What is the domain of those in sajogkevali state 

and do not internalize? They are in a small fraction of 

their world and in small parts, and also in all the worlds.  

    ***** 

Related Essays in Volume III (2, 5, 9, 16).  
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